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DUCANTO CATHETER™

The SSCOR DuCanto Catheter is a new catheter that is unlike traditional
Yankauer suction tips that are designed for controlled surgical settings.
The SSCOR DuCanto Catheter was developed with both routine and
emergency airway management in mind. It has a larger internal
diameter making it significantly less likely to clog and is shaped to fit
the oropharyngeal anatomy. The hyper curved catheter is shaped more
like a patient’s airway making it easy to position the catheter.

Additionally, the SSCOR DuCanto Catheter does not have a thumb port.
By removing the vacuum control, the caregiver does not need to locate
and continuously occlude the thumb port to clear a patient’s airway.
This allows continuous suction and keeps hands free.

SKU: SCR.200-00002C

HI-D BIG STICK SUCTION TIP

The SSCOR Hi-D Big Stick Suction Tip aims to combat the most common
complaint for those using suction equipment for resuscitation
procedures… clogged tips.

SKU: SCR.44241

https://midmed.com.au/product/ducanto-catheter/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=DuCanto+Catheter%E2%84%A2
https://midmed.com.au/product/hi-d-big-stick-suction-tip/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=Hi-D+Big+Stick+Suction+Tip
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VX-2® SUCTION UNIT
SKU: SCR.2310

DUET SUCTION UNIT
SKU: SCR.2314-230

https://midmed.com.au/product/vx-2-suction-unit/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=VX-2%C2%AE+Suction+Unit
https://midmed.com.au/product/duet-suction-unit/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=Duet+Suction+Unit
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QUICKDRAW® PORTABLE SUCTION UNIT

Combining the convenience of handheld suction with the performance
of powered suction. The most efficient suction pump you have ever held
in your hand. At only 1.2 kg, the SSCOR Quickdraw® is more efficient
than the most powerful traditional suction units.  It is compact and light
enough to fit in an airway bag and be readily transported to the
patient’s side on every call.

Available in both rechargeable and battery operated variations

SKU: SCR.2403-230

MANOMETER
SKU: INO.IM.100

https://midmed.com.au/product/quickdraw-portable-suction-unit/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=Quickdraw%C2%AE+Portable+Suction+Unit
https://midmed.com.au/product/manometer/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=Manometer
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DISPOSABLE CURTAINS

Each EcoMed disposable curtain is treated with the 3rd Generation
Ultra-Fresh built-in antimicrobial protection.

SKU: EN.

QINFLOW WARRIOR - BLOOD/FLUID
WARMER
SKU: QF.Q211050000SUC

https://midmed.com.au/product/disposable-curtains/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=Disposable+Curtains
https://midmed.com.au/product/qinflow-warrior-blood-fluid-warmer/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=QinFlow+Warrior+-+Blood%2FFluid+Warmer
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QINFLOW WARRIOR - BLOOD/FLUID
WARMER
SKU: QF.Q211050000SUC

DUCANTO CATHETER™

The SSCOR DuCanto Catheter is a new catheter that is unlike traditional
Yankauer suction tips that are designed for controlled surgical settings.
The SSCOR DuCanto Catheter was developed with both routine and
emergency airway management in mind. It has a larger internal
diameter making it significantly less likely to clog and is shaped to fit
the oropharyngeal anatomy. The hyper curved catheter is shaped more
like a patient’s airway making it easy to position the catheter.

Additionally, the SSCOR DuCanto Catheter does not have a thumb port.
By removing the vacuum control, the caregiver does not need to locate
and continuously occlude the thumb port to clear a patient’s airway.
This allows continuous suction and keeps hands free.

SKU: SCR.200-00002C

https://midmed.com.au/product/qinflow-warrior-blood-fluid-warmer/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=QinFlow+Warrior+-+Blood%2FFluid+Warmer
https://midmed.com.au/product/ducanto-catheter/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=DuCanto+Catheter%E2%84%A2
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HI-D BIG STICK SUCTION TIP

The SSCOR Hi-D Big Stick Suction Tip aims to combat the most common
complaint for those using suction equipment for resuscitation
procedures… clogged tips.

SKU: SCR.44241

VX-2® SUCTION UNIT
SKU: SCR.2310

https://midmed.com.au/product/hi-d-big-stick-suction-tip/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=Hi-D+Big+Stick+Suction+Tip
https://midmed.com.au/product/vx-2-suction-unit/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=VX-2%C2%AE+Suction+Unit
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DUET SUCTION UNIT
SKU: SCR.2314-230

QUICKDRAW® PORTABLE SUCTION UNIT

Combining the convenience of handheld suction with the performance
of powered suction. The most efficient suction pump you have ever held
in your hand. At only 1.2 kg, the SSCOR Quickdraw® is more efficient
than the most powerful traditional suction units.  It is compact and light
enough to fit in an airway bag and be readily transported to the
patient’s side on every call.

Available in both rechargeable and battery operated variations

SKU: SCR.2403-230

https://midmed.com.au/product/duet-suction-unit/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=Duet+Suction+Unit
https://midmed.com.au/product/quickdraw-portable-suction-unit/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=Quickdraw%C2%AE+Portable+Suction+Unit
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PSYCHIATRIC BED

The Cranium Psychiatric Bed is designed to be waterproof, chemical
resistant and durable while also giving a warm, welcoming and
comfortable appearance that is aesthetically appealing. The beds are a
seamless,  one piece rotationally moulded construction and are
ergonomic and stylish in design. With a variety of colour options
available, the bed will complement any facility.

SKU: CPB

COMPACT STRETCHER

Techlem’s Premier Series 4500CFS is a highly adaptable, compact
stretcher designed to suit your small-space, clinical environment. It
provides many features as the 4500, including collapsing side-rails. It’s
available in narrow and short & narrow, and features a high density
foam mattress with conductive cover.

SKU: T.4500CFS

https://midmed.com.au/product/psychiatric-bed/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=Psychiatric+Bed
https://midmed.com.au/product/compact-stretcher/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=Compact+Stretcher
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BARIATRIC STRETCHER

The Premier Series 5000BR is a safe, reliable and nimble stretcher
equipped with Techlem’s 5th wheel technology and high tensile
components. The Bariatric stretcher boasts a 750 pound weight
capacity. It also features a high density foam mattress with conductive
cover.

SKU: T.5000BRSAHF

TRANSPORT/GENERAL STRETCHER

The premier Techlem stretcher for Transport and General Use features
an integrated oxygen tank holder and patient storage, 5th wheel
technology for steering assist, and more than 20 customisable options
for design and functionality. The Premier Series 5000 is the preferred
stretcher in emergency and trauma centres worldwide, due to its
durability and ease of use. It also features a high density foam mattress
with conductive cover.

SKU: T.5000SAHF

https://midmed.com.au/product/bariatric-stretcher/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=Bariatric+Stretcher
https://midmed.com.au/product/transport-general-stretcher/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=Transport%2FGeneral+Stretcher
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DENEO TREATMENT CHAIR

The DENEO treatment chair is a state-of-the-art resource designed to
enhance comfort and relaxation during blood sampling procedures.
Founded on durable, tested epoxy steel and upholstered with quality
foam-based covering, the DENEO combines functionality with
innovative, convenient design.

For optimal patient positioning, there are two lateral polyurethane grips
integrated into the DENEO, as well as two fully removable arm rests and
a swivel adjusting system. Its one-piece structural makeup means it’s
fundamentally simple to operate.

There’s also the added bonus of the DENEO’s impeccable hygiene
standards. Its seamless upholstery is covered with an antibacterial
agent, and with the chair’s removable handles, it’s incredibly easy to
clean. Enhance the comfort of every patient with the DENEO treatment
chair – a powerful, simple resource founded on medical innovation.

SKU: PR.800

VX-2® SUCTION UNIT
SKU: SCR.2310

https://midmed.com.au/product/deneo-treatment-chair/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=DENEO+Treatment+Chair
https://midmed.com.au/product/vx-2-suction-unit/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=VX-2%C2%AE+Suction+Unit
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DUET SUCTION UNIT
SKU: SCR.2314-230

QUICKDRAW® PORTABLE SUCTION UNIT

Combining the convenience of handheld suction with the performance
of powered suction. The most efficient suction pump you have ever held
in your hand. At only 1.2 kg, the SSCOR Quickdraw® is more efficient
than the most powerful traditional suction units.  It is compact and light
enough to fit in an airway bag and be readily transported to the
patient’s side on every call.

Available in both rechargeable and battery operated variations

SKU: SCR.2403-230

https://midmed.com.au/product/duet-suction-unit/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=Duet+Suction+Unit
https://midmed.com.au/product/quickdraw-portable-suction-unit/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=Quickdraw%C2%AE+Portable+Suction+Unit
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SMART MCI BAG

Midmed’s SMART Triage products offer the definitive collection of items
that all triage professionals need. In high-pressure emergency
situations that call for triage, you can feel secure in calling on their
products to seamlessly aid your decision-making process and save you
valuable time. TSG have developed their incredible resources with the
express aim of giving you quick, easy access to key information.

As an all-inclusive emergency kit, the SMART MCI Bag™ represents this
aim most comprehensively. It’s a complete grab bag. Ideal for use at
large planned events where emergency help is needed, the SMART MCI
Bag™ will provide the perfect base for your medical command post and
is capable of treating up to 80 casualties.

SKU: TS.73210-AUS

SMARTSAFE VALUABLE STORAGE BAGS
SKU: TS.7325(0/1)

https://midmed.com.au/product/smart-mci-bag/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=SMART+MCI+Bag
https://midmed.com.au/product/smartsafe-valuable-storage-bags/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=SmartSafe+Valuable+Storage+Bags
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RESPONDER COMPRESSOR BANDAGE

The FareTec Responder Compression Bandages are designed for quick
and easy application by caregivers to provide effective, multi-functional 
treatment in emergencies. The bandages are sterile, non-adherent pads
that apply pressure to any site and are easily wrapped and secured.
They restrict blood flow to aid in the treatment of traumatic bleeds. 
Available in three sizes: 4 inch, 6 inch and 8 inch widths.

SKU: F.222109(6/8)

COMPRESSION DRESSING

The Emergency Compression Dressing (ECD) is the newest addition to
our established line of bandages. It provides a quick response and
secure compression around large wounds. The center red hook patch
allows for easy application and holds the 8″ x 10″ pad in place until
responders can relocate the patient for further care. Thanks to our
patented manufacturing process, the ECD also features an improved
ABD pad and latex-free elastic wrap. The product is sterile until opened
and is not made with natural rubber latex.

SKU: HH.

https://midmed.com.au/product/responder-compressor-bandage/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=Responder+Compressor+Bandage
https://midmed.com.au/product/compression-dressing/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=Compression+Dressing
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MINI COMPRESSION BANDAGE

Perfect for use in all situations, especially on children and
elderly with thin limbs. The Mini Compression Bandage provides a
fast, effective tool for many kids of traumas and injuries (particularly
those involving arterial bleeding in extremities).

SKU: HH.-2

H-BANDAGE COMPRESSION DRESSING

The H-Bandage is the latest in Universal Severe Trauma Dressings. An
upgrade to our patented combat dressing Cinch Tight, the H-Bandage
gives medics and field personnel both an emergency dressing and a
hemostat for arterial bleeding and hemorrhaging in limbs. The H-
Bandage’s unique design allows for one-handed use under any
condition. Designed for First Responders, Military, and Law
Enforcement, the H-Bandage provides a fast, effective tool for all kinds
of serious traumas and injuries involving arterial bleeding.

The unique design of the H-Bandage, with its 8″ thick ABD pad and the
unique 5 foot elastic wrap designed for both strength and flexibility
along with the H-shaped cinch sewn into the bandage, allows it to
satisfy multiple field needs. The H-shaped cinch allows for direct
pressure to be applied directly on top of a wound, increasing
compression and reducing blood loss.

SKU: HH.-3

https://midmed.com.au/product/mini-compression-bandage/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=Mini+Compression+Bandage
https://midmed.com.au/product/h-bandage-compression-dressing/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=H-Bandage+Compression+Dressing
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DECON / HAZMAT SLED

The Med Sled® Decon/Hazmat Sled ensures easy movement of a non-
ambulatory person through the Decon Shower process and safely
transports to a cleared zone. (Not used for vertical evacuation.)

SKU: MS.36DC

STANDARD EVACUATION SLED

When timing is critical, the Med Sled® Evacuation Sled enables a
person to evacuate another person out of a single-story building or
down a stairwell of a multi-floor building. Stairwell braking
system included on every sled. Evacuations - Made Easier.

SKU: MS.28, MS.36, MS.48

https://midmed.com.au/product/decon-hazmat-sled/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=Decon+%2F+Hazmat+Sled
https://midmed.com.au/product/standard-evacuation-sled/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=Standard+Evacuation+Sled
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TACTICAL RESCUE SLED
SKU: MED.MS30

EXTRA ERGOLIFT STAIR CHAIR

Extra Ergolift is the powered version of the Extra track assisted stair
chair with the same main structural features. The real innovation of
Extra Ergolift is given by the electric motor that moves the tracks up
and down the stairs without any effort by the operator. The motor is
activated by a wireless console. The battery ensures a high autonomy
and, in case of sudden discharging, this device will allow you to safely
complete the service.

Extra Ergolift loads up to 200 kg in powered transport configuration and
230 kg in manual transportation. It can be used under rain or adverse
weather conditions.

SKU: MR.671

https://midmed.com.au/product/tactical-rescue-sled/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=Tactical+Rescue+Sled
https://midmed.com.au/product/extra-ergolift-stair-chair/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=EXTRA+ERGOLIFT+Stair+Chair
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DECON / HAZMAT SLED

The Med Sled® Decon/Hazmat Sled ensures easy movement of a non-
ambulatory person through the Decon Shower process and safely
transports to a cleared zone. (Not used for vertical evacuation.)

SKU: MS.36DC

STANDARD EVACUATION SLED

When timing is critical, the Med Sled® Evacuation Sled enables a
person to evacuate another person out of a single-story building or
down a stairwell of a multi-floor building. Stairwell braking
system included on every sled. Evacuations - Made Easier.

SKU: MS.28, MS.36, MS.48

https://midmed.com.au/product/decon-hazmat-sled/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=Decon+%2F+Hazmat+Sled
https://midmed.com.au/product/standard-evacuation-sled/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=Standard+Evacuation+Sled
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EXTRA ERGOLIFT STAIR CHAIR

Extra Ergolift is the powered version of the Extra track assisted stair
chair with the same main structural features. The real innovation of
Extra Ergolift is given by the electric motor that moves the tracks up
and down the stairs without any effort by the operator. The motor is
activated by a wireless console. The battery ensures a high autonomy
and, in case of sudden discharging, this device will allow you to safely
complete the service.

Extra Ergolift loads up to 200 kg in powered transport configuration and
230 kg in manual transportation. It can be used under rain or adverse
weather conditions.

SKU: MR.671

QINFLOW WARRIOR - BLOOD/FLUID
WARMER
SKU: QF.Q211050000SUC

https://midmed.com.au/product/extra-ergolift-stair-chair/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=EXTRA+ERGOLIFT+Stair+Chair
https://midmed.com.au/product/qinflow-warrior-blood-fluid-warmer/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=QinFlow+Warrior+-+Blood%2FFluid+Warmer
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CT7 FEMORAL TRACTION SPLINT

After 2 years of development, the next-generation CT-7 is finally
available. It has been tested under the harshest conditions around the
world by an array of first responders and medics. The CT-7 femoral
traction splint has been simplified by removing straps, velcro and all
loose ends. It has a smaller footprint and no longer extends beyond the
patient’s foot. It has been made more rigid and indestructible with
thicker carbon tubes. The traction mechanism is easy, fast and precise
by utilizing an acme threaded polycarbonate rod system.

SKU: F.1126629

SMART MCI BAG

Midmed’s SMART Triage products offer the definitive collection of items
that all triage professionals need. In high-pressure emergency
situations that call for triage, you can feel secure in calling on their
products to seamlessly aid your decision-making process and save you
valuable time. TSG have developed their incredible resources with the
express aim of giving you quick, easy access to key information.

As an all-inclusive emergency kit, the SMART MCI Bag™ represents this
aim most comprehensively. It’s a complete grab bag. Ideal for use at
large planned events where emergency help is needed, the SMART MCI
Bag™ will provide the perfect base for your medical command post and
is capable of treating up to 80 casualties.

SKU: TS.73210-AUS

https://midmed.com.au/product/ct7-femoral-traction-splint/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=CT7+Femoral+Traction+Splint
https://midmed.com.au/product/smart-mci-bag/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=SMART+MCI+Bag
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PSYCHIATRIC BED

The Cranium Psychiatric Bed is designed to be waterproof, chemical
resistant and durable while also giving a warm, welcoming and
comfortable appearance that is aesthetically appealing. The beds are a
seamless,  one piece rotationally moulded construction and are
ergonomic and stylish in design. With a variety of colour options
available, the bed will complement any facility.

SKU: CPB

AURION CARTS

Aurion Medical carts are innovative, high quality and built to last. These
medical trolleys have a tough design, numerous compartments and are
safe for use in any medical field. The Aurion range includes carts for use
in emergency, anaesthetics, therapy, paediatrics, operating rooms and
more.

SKU: AU.CP.

https://midmed.com.au/product/psychiatric-bed/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=Psychiatric+Bed
https://midmed.com.au/product/aurion-carts/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=Aurion+Carts
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